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MORE BY LANG GREENE

Greene: Hickson Good With Byron Scott
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Once the dust settled in early July and two-time reigning MVP LeBron James opted to take 
his undeniable talents to South Beach, dedicated Cleveland Cavaliers fans immediately 
searched the team's roster to identify the players that would help the franchise get through 
the unexpected rebuilding period. 
 
Since Cavs ownership actually did a respectable job in surrounding James with a competent 
supporting cast over the years, former All-Stars Mo Williams and Antawn Jamison were the 
obvious choices when it came down to which players would be leaned on the heaviest during 
the transition from title contenders to postseason hopefuls. 
 
The duo of Jamison and Williams, while solid, only represent a short-term glimpse of what 
the future holds for Cleveland. Williams can exercise an Early Termination Option in his 
contract at the end of this season and hit free agency for a fresh start. The 34-year-old 
Jamison on the other hand is past his physical prime, but could potentially return some 
assets if the Cavs can find a team willing to take on his contract.  
 
Heading into the season third-year forward J.J. Hickson was the one player that most 
believed would play a huge role in the reloading process over the long haul.  Through the 
first 10 games of the 2010-11 season it appeared as through those projections were right as 
Hickson roared out of the gate averaging 15.2 points and 5.3 rebounds.  
 
But it was the latter statistic that got the attention, an unfavorable type of attention, from 
head coach Byron Scott. The coach believed Hickson should be more prolific in his 
rebounding approach and more active defensively. So after the team lost to the Philadelphia 
76ers on December 7th, Scott decided it was time to shake up his roster and relegated 
Hickson to a reserve role.  
 
Hickson balked at the decision and never hid his displeasure about losing his starting spot to 
Jamison.  
 
Unfortunately, the move to the bench hasn't exactly worked in terms of getting more 
production out of Hickson. In his first eight games in a reserve role, Hickson's averages were 
a subpar 6.4 points and 3.9 rebounds.  
 
Yet even after the demotion and clashes with Scott, Hickson insists the relationship with his 
coach is still on solid ground.  
 
"Yeah we're good," said Hickson to HOOPSWORLD when asked if he and Scott's relationship 
was in a positive place. "I think we're both just competitive and it shows at times. I know 
we're both passionate about the game and that causes us to bump heads at times." 
 
Hickson is averaging less than 20 minutes per game 
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